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Online collections, intangible heritage and communities

When digitized collections are published online, they become showcases 
in which communities may feel represented, misrepresented or ignored

Objects in collections often relate to intangible heritage practices that 
are not necessarily reflected in the collection as such.



Online collections, intangible heritage and communities

This means heritage institutions need to develop an understanding and 
sensitivity of this intangible heritage, which requires training and 
capacity building.

It also means training and educating communities in the language and 
modus operandi of the heritage institutions, to excert their voice.



The WEAVE 
Methodological Framework

● Building on 
CultureMoves 
experience

● Communicative 
methodology

● Labdays

● https://weave-
culture.eu/labdays/

https://weave-culture.eu/labdays/

https://weave-culture.eu/labdays/


LabDays





● A series of four events for cultural 
heritage professionals on the topics 
of diversity and inclusion, to get a 
better understanding and inspire 
each other on how cultural 
institutions can support a more 
diverse and inclusive sector.

● The four events were carefully 
planned and moderated by WEAVE 
partners with the support of 
Europeana Foundation.

● The events are supported by a 
workbook that attendees can use for 
the entire series. The events series 
is an iterative process and, ideally, 
participants join all the events.

Europeana Events

https://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Event_documentation/Events/Europeana_GS_meeting/WEAVE-workbook.pdf




In summary: organise community capacity building events using the

WEAVE template

● The WEAVE capacity building format is lightweight, easily transposable and

replicable.

● It gives community members a voice, and a way to pass on the message.

● Use interactive tools and collaborative workshop methods to engage with

communities.

● Films/Festivals can be used as an ethical medium to the enhancement of audiences

and debates

● Ethical practices can contribute to “connect communities”.

● Curatorial techniques are a powerful tool to create space, connect and open up

discussions on relevant ICH aspects.
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